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Carbohydrates play an important part in a vast array of biological processes and therefore glycomimetics are currently becoming a powerful class of novel therapeutics. Amongst them, thioglycosides, in which a sulfur atom has replaced the glycosidic oxygen atom, are tolerated by most biological systems. Their major advantages rely in the fact that they adopt similar conformations than the corresponding O-glycosides and especially that they prove to be less sensitive to acid/base or enzyme-mediated hydrolysis. Besides the synthetic methodologies developed throughout the years by organic chemists, the presence of natural S-glycoconjugates was recently assessed and lead to the discovery of some glycosyltransferases involved in such rare biocatalytic processes. In parallel, the increases of knowledge on the mechanism and the structure of glycoside hydrolases have conducted to the development of original catalysts with greatly improved synthetic properties for thioglycosidic linkages. However biocatalyzed procedures of thioglycosylation still represent an emerging area. Herein, we will discuss our recent findings in this tremendous field.
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